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About This Game

Explore the tangled cryptic labyrinth! Just find four magical diamonds opening new level portal in its depths.
You have to fight with labyrinth inhabitants, scary ghosts and monsters appears in the darkness. Don't lose your vigilance!

In mysterious secret rooms there are coins that help you not to get lost in the multitude of corridors. Mark the path you have
covered, if you are completely lost in the labyrinth.
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A fun game about trying to outwit puzzles and avoid monsters. The art style and soundtrack are amazing, and make you feel like
you are in a Tim Burton movie. The controls are easy and respond quickly. This is good because of one thing: The re spawn or
checkpoint system in this game is BRUTAL!! Check it out for a platformer that adds some new things each level.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/6YwWQHbIWfo. sad and cute i love it. This is quite good.The control is not that hard and ez to
understand.Its a bit laggy but playable for me.Love the girls(charms in their own ways).. An endless roguelike shooter similar to
The Binding of Isaac but not as fun due to the slow painful gameplay & minimal content.

Don't get me wrong I love retro games as much as the next guy who still plays his NES, but even this boring indie game isn't
even worth the 59 cents I pay for.. This Game is pretty awesome I had never heard of it. I then watched some gameplay and
bought it. It has a sick campaign and a epic multiplayer and its not your call of duty lame style either. It has tacticle moves you
need to make to complete a mission and a staggaring amount of players allowed in a lobby. You can customize your character
completely and the gameplay is polished and very smooth.. A triumphant remastering of the PvZ convention. Shannon Tweed's
Attack of the Groupies provides hours of droll delight in what can only be called the magnum opus of the Gogii Games
portfolio.

p.s. hit the mute button or you will disagree with my review.. What a brilliant and satisfying ending. Do watch the credits role
and wait for the gems in pictures :). I wouldn't call this a bad game but it does feel broken. The collision feels sketchy at best,
there's no key remapping or controller support, and I've had to reload saves from inadvertently breaking the story just from
exploring places I "wasn't supposed to go" and in a genre about exploration that is a pretty big flaw.

It has nice art and an OK soundtrack though, someone obviously cared a lot about the art style which is a hell of a lot more than
I can say for most indie devs but in this instance, it isn't enough to abate frustration.

Incidentally, this isn't the only platformer I've played that was designed in MMF2 and it actually has a lot of similar collision
issues with several other games. I suspect the reason is because they all pull from the same tutorial and resources which I have
personally investigated and found lacking in any capacity besides education because you cannot build an engine with the popular
platformer tutorials in MMF2 or CF2.5 that has more advanced terrain than squares and I would advice anyone trying to make a
platformer in MMF2 to either broaden their search for education or consult with veterans on engine polish.. To start off - I have
nothing against the dated graphics What so ever. I'm playing Cry of Fear right now and loving it so that's not a problem.

I would gladly pay $5 for this game...but anything above that is getting too pricy.

I really really wanted to like this game, but there wasnt much too it. mostly conversational. I enjoyed it for sure, but it was not
immersive, i found the story kind of ridiculous/hilarious instead of dark and twisted. A couple times i got frustrated enough
where i just shut the game off. Not bad but certainly not up to other Microid game qualities like Syberia (greatest game ever :)

So in short, it's fun, but not REALLY fun if you know what i mean. It's a "eh that was fun" kind of game.. Dude, you're paying
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing money for a digital gun. I don't care if its just 99 cents its still stupid to have to pay money for a
gun that could have just came with the game. Its \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing stupid.
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Very lagging and hard to process game without any guide.

Not player friendly

little content pretty bored after 1 day playing

. Adorably unforgivable game.

Basically, dodge all the things while collecting diamonds\/cherries to complete each level.

It's fun and also agony but in a challenging way!

Definitely worth the price.. As others have said, this is not a real season pass. This is a character pack. The characters in this
pack you can get with "fight money" playing the game. You still need to pay real money for additional battle and summer
costumes as well as fight money for new stages, story costumes and colors (or slog through the absurd survival mode for colors).
The Guile stage is included but no other premium stages.

At $4 per included battle costume for the 6 characters in this pack, you are paying $30 for $24 of paid content, 6 characters you
can get with fight money earned playing the game and one stage that can also be purchased with fight money. It's not exactly a
solid value. The Arkham Knight season pass was overpriced but at least you got everything (besides a few exclusive skins) that
was put out for the game. This is overpriced *and* you get to feel like Capcom is nickel-and-diming you. Pass.. Myst 5 is a
strange game. It feels absolutely nothing like the previous myst games, and seems more like a sequel to the spinoff game Uru.
But that isn't exactly surprising, considering it is made from unused Uru content. The story is extremely simple for a myst game
and the ages (worlds) you explore lack almost any kind of interactivity. Still, I found it very enjoyable. Myst 5 has a certain
atmosphere that I've never really seen anywhere else. The music, the graphics, the voice acting... Everything just goes together
perfectly and makes the game an unforgttable experience. I understand why people may think it's a dissapointing end to the
series, I mean, if this wasn't in real time 3d, it would be painfully obvious how much it's been dumbed down compared to the
previous games.
Still, this is a subjective matter and personally I found it both very gripping and immersive. Would recommend it to anyone who
likes puzzle-adenture games. You don't even need to have played the previous myst games. Sure, if you have played them, you'll
understand certain refrences and appreciate the game even more, but it's not necessary. I played this before Riven, Myst 3 or
Myst 4 and I understood pretty much everything.
Anyway, final score: 9/10. Ausume Racing action!. Unlike alot of DLC this is free. Yes you heard me right it is 100% free no
catches. So what do you get when you download this DLC well you get alot of classic tractors and equipment and if you
remember the classic tractors DLC for Farming Simulator 2011 well this is very similar to that DLC except it is free and it is
missing like one thing due to it being already installed in the base game. Also unlike other FS2013 DLC this one can actually be
edited at will due to the fact it is stored inside of .zip instead of a .dlc file. Either way this dlc is definetley worth a try.. Haven't
picked up a MotoGP game since Namco made them and after everything i'd heard about Milestone i was a little sceptical going
into this, but i'm pleasently suprised.

Breaking feels good, the weight transfer from side to side feels "weighty." I have no actual idea if it's good simulation or not, i
don't race bikes. Equally you'll know when the back starts to step out and you can have some fun being sideways out of corners.
Not fast but it looks cool. All in all i found the riding physics really satisying. I do play with "Normal." assists which is in the
middle, so experiences will probably very depending on how hardcore you want it.

Graphics are just fine, nothing speciel, but they run smoothly and i've only got a 1050ti.

Atmosphere around the race weekend is authentic enough depending on whose coverage you watch i suppose. Career
progression has been fun so far, there's just enough micro management to keep you engaged with upgrades and so on without it
being time consuming. Minor gripe is you can't have a female rider, doesn't really detract from the game but it would be nice for
those of us who are... well, female. ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

The AI, i don't know what to make of the AI as i think part of the problem might be my style because i'm too used to car games,
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but they seem to have ridiculous corner speed at times and often don't care if you're on the racing line or not. So if you break
late and block pass on the apex of the corner expect the AI to come hurtling through anyway. Sometimes they race well,
sometimes its incredibly frustrating. They do seem to crash a fair bit though, you'll frequently get the "Crashed." graphic pop up
showing you which rider it was.

I suppose it depends what you want.

If you're into MotoGP and want a game then this is basically it i'd probably give it about 6 or 7/10. It's not perfect but it's all we
have. If you like bikes but don't care about MotoGP so much probably a 5/10. If you just wan't a racing game then 3/10 cause i
can see it being too frustrating.. Not alot of meat to this DLC its not really all that challenging and is somewhat short. The main
gripe I have is that it all takes place during the colonial period. If the DLC was split into two missions one where you build up
the Inquisition and another where you tear it down I feel the DLC would have been much better but as it stands the story line
builds on the big bad inquisition only to end up being a boring let down.

With that said I dont regret getting the DLC as the inquisiton building can sorta be useful (it detects hidden roles and upgraded
gives you money for each church on the island) however for the most part this DLC isnt really worth the price.
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